
AN ANALOG FREQUENCY METER FOR
MODERN MEASUREMENTS

The direct-reading frequency metel'
that displays its response on a direct
deflection instrument has been side
tracked of late in favor of the more ac
curate (and more expensive) dip;ital
counter. Previously available frequency
meters have had, by toclay's standards,
a rather low accuracy, a few percent at
best, and a somewhat lin'litecl frequency
range. The convenience and reliability
of the analog frequency meter, however,
make it particularly attractive for many
types of me['~surements. Recognizing
this, General Radio Company has de
veloped a ne\\' frequency meter, whieh
not only steps up the accuracy by fI

factor of 10 and greatly increases the
range of frequency that can be measured,
hut also doubles as a highly linear dis
criminator for fm measurcmcnts.

The new TYPE 1142-A Frequency
:Meter and Discriminator is basically a
frequcncy-to-dc-current converter, oper-

ating on the principle of a pulse-count
discriminator,l Its design features, each
tailored to meet definite design objec
tives, combine to produce an instrument
of outstanding performance.

The TYPE 1142-A Frequency Meter
and Discriminator will directly measure
frequencies between 3 cps and 1.5 Mc.
The nominal accuracy is 0.2% of full
scale for all but tbe extremes of its fre
quency coverage. Input sensitivity, like
frequency coverage and accuracy, has
been improved by at least an order of
magnitude over previous frequency me
ters. Input signals of 3D-millivolt peak
nmplitude are adequate over most of the
frequency range, and the sensitivity is
independent of input waveform.

Connection of an extcrnal ac volt
mctcr permits measurements of fm de
viation j with a wave analyzer, individual
componcnts of incidcntal fm in oscilla-

't:.:::i. Patent :\0. 2,362.503.

Figure 1. Ponel View of the Type 1142.A Frequency MeIer and Discriminator. The instrument is housed
in a rack·bench cabinet (see "The Cose of the Well-Designed Instrument," General Radio Experimenler,

March, 1960, page 7).
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tors, multipliers, and amplifiers can be
measured. Diseriminator residual noise
level is 100 db below full scale, con
sisting mainl.y of the fundamental and
second harmonic of the power-line fre
quency. All other frcCJuencies arc down
120 db or morc, permitting a resolution
of one part in a million for direct
measurement.

The usable frequency range, particu
larly for frequency-drift and incidental
fm measurements, can be extended up
ward to the thousands of megaeyclcs if
the frequency to be measured is hetero
dyned with a known standard. This
gives a proportionate increase in resolu
tion. Examples of drift measurement to
one part in 10 10 and of incidental-fm
measurements to one part in IOU are
described in APPLICATIONS, below.

READ-OUT ACCURACY

To solve the problem of readout to
0.1 % accuracy, two features are incor
porated. The first is the use of a unique,
precision, 6-inch meter, whose scale dis
tribution is linear from 0 to approxi
mately 150/0 of full scale and logarithmic
in the upper 85%. This meter is accurate
to 1% of reading down to 10% ~r f uIt
scale, which is literally an order-of
magnitude greater accuracy at this point
than a 1%-of-full-scale meter. The sec
ond feature is the usc of an interpolation,
or calibrated, meter-expansion teehnique,

whereby anyone of 15 equal portions of
any of the five (5) ranges can be ex
panded precisely 10:1 (see Figure 2). This
transfers the first digit of the meter indi
cation to a switch and displays the sec
ond and third digits on the meter. This
also provides 50% overlaps and elimi
nates the need for end-of-scale readings.

Provision has been made for driving
1- and 5-ma recorders. \Vhere higher
recorder resolution is desired, additional
binding posts are provided, which sup
ply the interpolation signal.

EASY TO OPERATE

\Vhile no worthwhile feature has been
omitted to limit the versatility of this
instrument, the requirement of simplic
ity of operation has not been overlooked.
1\1easurement of an unknown frequency
is no more complicated than measure
ment of a voltage with a voltmeter, as
can be seen from the front panel controls.
\Vith the METER FUNC'l'ION switch in
DIRECT positjon (Figure 1), simply set
the RANGE s\vitch to the appropriate
position and read the meter. Adjustment
of the INPu'r WAVEFOIU\'f control is neces
sary only when optimum sensitivity is
required. 'l'he measurement accuracy is
1% of reading down to 10% of full
scale; 0.1% of full scale at indications
below 10% of full scale. In other words,
essentially all the error is due to the
meter.
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Figure 2. Illustrating meter scale
expansion. With METER FUNCTION
switch set on DIRECT, meter indi
cates 0.77, as shawn at top. When
set on INTERPOLATION, as shown at
bottam, the frequency meter indi
cates 0.766. The first digit (.7) is
set on the INTERPOlATION OFFSET
FREQUENCY switch and the interval
from .7 10 .8 is expanded to cover
the scale from 0 to 1.0, so that the
secand and third digits (66) are

easily read on the meter.
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Figure 3. Functional block schematic of the fre
quency meter.
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If greater read-out resolution is re
quired, set the IN1'ERPOLA'l'ION OFFSET

FREQUENCY switch to correspond to the
first digit of the meter indication and
switch the METER FUNCTION switch to
INTERPOLATION. The meter scale will
then effectively be expanded by a factor
of 10 (see Figure 2), with a read-out
accuracy of 0.1%.

CALIBRATION

A calibrating signal, which is the
second harmonic of the power-line fre
quency, provides a quick check for
normal operation. Controls for con
venient calibration of both the DIRECT

and IN'L'EHPOLA'l'iON modes of operation
on the 150-cps range are provided on
the front panel. These controls are
primarily required for compensation of
any long-term drift of the current
source, and, therefore, they correct all
ranges.

Independent calibration of the other
four ranges is rarely required after cali
bration at the factory, except when
the timing or output tubes are replaced,
which may necessitate a single adjust
ment on each of the four top ranges.

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
Frequency Meter

Figure 3 is a combined block and ele-

mentary schematic diagram. The input
signal is dipped 01' limited, amplified,
clipped a second time, and amplified
again. The resulting wave-shape approx
imates a square wave or a series of
pulses, depending upon whether the in
put signal is a sine wave or pulses,
respectively.

'fhe pulses tdgger a Schmitt circuit,
which produces positive pulses of 0.1
Ilsec duration, coinciding in time with the
positive-slope zero crossings of the input
signal. These pulses are amplified to
trigger the monostable multivibrator, or
timing stage. Adjustment of the INPU'l'

\v:\ VEFOf{M control makes possible a
constant Schmitt-circuit sensitivity re
gardless of the duty ratio and polarity
of the pulses.

The monostable multivibrator pro
duces a pulse of constant amplitude and
duration for each input pulse. The pulse
duration is determined by resistor
capacitor combinations, with accuracy
and stahility assured by the use of pre
cision, temperature-compensated capaci
tors and General Radio wire-wound re
sistors. Range switching changes the
timing resistors and capacitors to pro
duce decade changes in pulse duration.

The standardized pulse is then fed to
the outpnt stage (to simplify the dia
gram, two meters are shown in place of
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one). The left-hand triode, \\'hich is
normally at cut-off, is turned on by the
standmdized pulse and remains on for
precisely the duration of this pulse. The
current flo\\-ing at this time is determined
by the regulated vol tage, Vol, and the
cathode resistor - a sk'lblc, wire-wound
resistor in series with the DIRECT CAL

potentiometer. The average current
through the plate-load resistors is,
thcl'cforc, directly proportional to the
number of input pulses pCI' second, and,
hence, to the input frequency. A meter
across a portion of the load resistor in
dicates this frequency.

The average de voltage developed
between the plate and ground, i.e., at
the rm terminals, is precisely 15 volts
at full-scale deflection (1.5). A high
impedance recorder or de voltmeter can
be connected to these terminals as an
additional readout.

The right-hand triode is a constant
current source with a plate load con
sisting of 15 equal-value, 0.05%, wire
wound resistors. Its plate current is
adjustcd so that the total Yoltage drop
across these resistors is a constant 15
volts. When used for interpolation the
meter is connected between the plate of
the left-hand triode, which is between 0
and -15 volts, dc, depending upon the
input frequency and the appropriate
"bucking" voltage from the precision

voltage divider, and full-scale sensitivity
is increased 10:1 by removal of its shunt.
End-oC-scale readings are eliminated by
the provision of a 50% overlap on each
of the 15 interpolation ranges; hence, as
indicated in Figure I, any frequency in
dicated between 1.0 and 1.5 may be read
also on the meter between 0 and 0.5 if
the INTERPOl,ATION OFFSET FIl.EQUEKCY

switch is set one digit higher.
With the shorting link removed, a

maximum of 7 ma is available at the
Dln.l~c'r HECOHD terminals, so that most
standard I-rna and 5-ma recorders can be
used. l'he RECORD CUHBENT potentiom
eter is a convenient sensitivity control
for these recorders, and has no visible
interaction on the DlHEC'l' METER in
dication.

An additional recorder output at the
RECORD IKTERPOLA1'lO~terminals makes
available the interpola.tion signal from
the meter circuit. Full-scale voltage is
0.64 yolt behind 4800 ohms. Use of
a high-impedance recorder eliminates
any interaction on the metel' indication.

Discriminator

Operation of the frequency metcr
circuits requires the generation of a
constant-amplitude, constant-duration
pulse for each input cycle. These stand
ardized pulses haye a fixed-time relation
with respect to the input signal and when
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Figure 4. Illustrating the operation
of the pulse-count discriminator
far (Ie") canstant input frequency
and (right) frequency-modulated

input.
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Figure 5. Block diagrams of arrongemenls for
heterodyning high frequencies down to the range

of the frequency meter.

APPLICATIONS
The Type 1142-A Frequcncy Meter

and Discriminator can be used to
measure and to record frequency and
frequency changes, or used as ~n ex
tremely linear and low-noise discrimina
tor for fm demodulation and incidental
fm measurements. 'rhere are, however,
many additional applications utilizing
this meter as the main element in a
measurement system, which greatly ex
tend its range and utility.

Frequency and Drift Measurements

To extend the range of frequencies
over which measurements can be made,
the signal under measurement is hetero
dyned with a local oscillator to bring
their difference frequency within the
range of the frequency meter. Thus, with
the arrangement shown in Figure 5a, fre
quencies can be measured and recorded
through the kilomegacycle range. The
measurement accuracy is essentially that
of the local oscillator. For example, if
the local oscillator is a precision standard
oscillator, operating at 1000 1\1c and the

TYPE 1142-A
FREQUENCY

M~~6R H RECORDER I
DISCRIMINATOR

TYPE 1213-0 ,I
UNIT TIME/FREQUENCY

CALIBRATOR

r---- -----,
l AMPLIFIER :
l. • -..l

TYPE 1l42·A
FREOUENCY

METER H RECORD£R I
AND

DISCRIMINATOR

I
OSCILLATOR

UNDER
TEST

(o)

(b)

suitably filtered provide a precise pulse
count discriminator output.

The output signal at the fm terminals
is shm\"!1 in Figure 4. \Vith a constant
frequency input signal (--I-a) , the stand
ardized pulses arc uniformly spaced
(-lb). A low-pa filter removes all ac
components of the pulse train, leaving
only the avcrage (dc) component (4c). If
the input frequency increases, the :1\"er
age-value component Hlcrcases also.
Thus, if the input frequency varies (-lei),
i.e.) is frequency modulated, the stand
ardized pulses are no longer uniformly
spaeed (-1e), and the average-value ('0111

ponent varies corrcspondingly (4f). This
\"i\riation is an ac signal identical to the
origin~)l modulation.

The frequency deviation for an fm
signal is rcadily determined, since full
scale deviation, peak-to-peak, on any
range corresponds to 15-yolts peak-to
pcak output. A change in input frc
quency of 1 ppm, either peak-to-peak,
peak, 01' 1'ms, rcsults in an ac output
voltull;c of 15 MY, peak-to-peak, peak, or
rms, respectively. Since the narrow band
noisc is more than ] 20 db down from
full output, peak deviations as small as
1.5 cyclcs on thc 1.5-Mc range, or 0.0015
cycle on the 1.5-kc range, can be
measllrcd.

It is obvious that the filter must
eliminate the ac components of the
pulses and still permit the average value
component to vary at the modulating
frequency. A single-section, RC low
pass filter with a break frequency of 10
kc is used for this purpose, although, in
instances when low carrier frequencies
are measured, additional filtering may
be necessary. If the standard 75-"sec
de-emphasis network used in fm broad
casting is desired, an additional capaci
tance of 0.011 I'f should be placed across
the fm terminals.
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Figure 6. Arrangement of equipment used to measure 'he relative drift of two S-Mc oscillators. The
5-Mc frequencies were multiplied up to 1000 Me 10 magnify their frequency drifl.

frequency of the oscillator under test is
within 150 cycles of the local oscillator,
then frequency changes of 0.1 cycle or
approximately 1 part in 1010 can be
directly read on the frequency meter.
Since a frequency difference as high as
1.5 Me is also readable on the meter,
measuren1cnts of warm-up drift on high
frequency oscillators are conveniently
made with the same equipment (Figure
5a).

Frequency measurements ncar inte
gral values of multiples of ]00 kc, 1 Me,
and 10 1\10 are readily mcasured using
the Unit Time/Frequency Calibrator,
TYPE 1213-D. 2 This instrument in
cludes a crystal-controlled source of
these frequencies together with a hetel'O
dyne detector and audio-beat amplifier.
As shown in Figure 5b, the local oscilla
tor, mixer, and amplifier are replaced by
the calibrator unit.

~n. w. Frank, "A Time/Frequency Calibrator of Im
proved Stability," General Radio EX}l<;rimenter, 33, 10,
October Hl59.

The arrangement shown in Figure 6
was used to obtain the record (Figure 7)
of the relative drift of two 5-Mo crystal
oscillators. The 4-Mf capacitor on the
intcrpolation rccorder output provides
sufficient filtering to prevent the re
corder pen from responding to the pulse
frequency in the frequency-meter out
put. '1'he shunt resistor was used to
adjust the full-scale sensitivity of the
recorder, in this instance to one part
in 108 .

Measurements with the Discriminator
Sources of Error

\Vhile the use of the discriminator
poses no problems peculiar to this in
strument, certain precautions should be
taken to insure accurate measurement of
low values of fm deviation. Obviously
sufficient signal must be available. Op
eration at the limit of sensitivity will
not give the best results. Furthermore,
measurernents cannot be made in the

Figure 7. Chari record of the
measurement of Figure 6.
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figure 8. Illustrating the apparent frequency mod
ulotion produced by an amplitude-modulated

wave.

the modulation approaches 100%, the
input carrier is near zero amplitude
during a considerable number of carrier
frequency cycles and the input level may
be too low for proper operation. Even
with sufficient signal a difficulty exists,
as shown graphically in Figure 8. The

presence of noise so great that extraneous
zero crossings are generated.

Effects of Additive Noise

A morc subtle error in incidental fm
measurements can be caused by a lo\\'
frequency noise signal superimposed on
the input signal. The generated pulse
does not start at precisely the zero
crossing of the input signal but at a
time when the input signal reaches some
fixed voltage (usually less than 10 my).
Noise introduced with the signal will
result in some variation in the time
relationship between the input signal
and the output pulscs and will be
measured as fm. The amount of this
generated fm is a function of the fre
quency of the noise as well as the signal
to-noise ratio. The peak devjation of
this extraneous fm is approximately:

O'SCR''''NOTO''
OUTPUT
PUlSES

A Mise
L:::..fcps = !noisc X -A-

wiynal

where A = amplitude of noise and input
signals

For example, a I-volt, 100-kc carrier,
with a noise signal of I mv at 100 cycles,
would give an equivalent fm output of
0.1 cycle or 1 ppm deviation. A simple
RC high-pass filter can bc used to re
duce the low-frequency noise signal and
usually is adequate to eliminate this
problem completely. This filter should
always be used to remove the recovered
amplitude modulation in the measure
ment of incidental fm on an amplitude
modulatecl signal that has been hetero
dyned in a diode mixer such as the
TYPE 874-MR, or to remove 50-cycle
hum pickup on thc input.

Effects of Amplitude Modulation

The presence of high levels of am
plitude modulation on the input signal
can also produce errors. Obviously, as

start time of the output pulses is
determined by the time at which the in
put signal reaches a given instantaneous
value; therefore, any change in the
slope of the input signal affects the time
of these pulses ·with respect to the zero
crossing of the input signal. The fro
deviation produced by amplitude modu
lation is approximately:

S
.6.f~P8 = fmod M -A

""'
where fmod = modulation frequency

S = sensitivity of the meter
at the carrier frequency (no modulation)

M = modulation index
A car = amplitude of the carrier

The sensitivity is found by reduction of
the signal to the failure point. As an
example, let us assume that at 100 kc
S is found to be 10 mv. A I-volt, 100-kc
carrier, modulated 25% at 400 cycles,
will produce an fm output of approxi
mately:
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(Ahove) Figure 90. Equipment used to determine
fm deviotion in an amplitude-modulated wove as

(I function of input level.

(AI righ,) Figure 9b. Pial of results of the meosure·
ment shown above.
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This a-m-gcncl'ated fm may be mini
mized by fin increase in the input level
or a. reduction in the percentage modula
tion. The input signal cannot be in
creased indefinitely, however. Because
of the nature of limiters, ,,"hether they
arc internal 01' arc added externally to
aid in eliminating the a-01, some de
modulation of the a-111 signal will occur.
'This demodulated signal reacts upon the
input stages in the same manner as
additive noise and results in a discrimi
nator output as prc\'iousl~- described.

It is difficult, if not impossible to
measure this effed with available ampli
tude-modulated oscillators 01' signal gen
erators because of the difficulty of
separating the fm generated in the source
from that of the discriminator.

1"0 measure thi~ effect, a motor
driven capacitiye voltage divider, Figure
9a, was used to ~ener:1te an amplitudc
modula.ted wave relatively free of an~'

fm or phase-modulation elfeds. A plot
of effecti,-e fm as a function of input
('arrier level is shown in Figure 9b. It
is apparent that an input level between
approximately 0.5 volt and 2.0 volts is
optimum, On either side of this range
there is an increase in measured fm. At
low voltages there is insufficient signal
for accurate measurement, and above 2.0
volts the limiters produce some de
modulation.

A knowledge of these SOurces of errol'
in measurements with the discriminator
should be helpful in explaining the func
tions of the various filters used in the
measurements of fm, flutter, and wow
desel'ibed below.

Frequency Modulation Measurements

Fm dm-iation measurernents are made
by substituting an nc voltmeter for the
dc recorder shown in Figure Sa, The use
of heterodyne techniques not only ex
tends the frequency range but also in
creases the resolution.

Asan example, incidental-fm measure
ments of a 50-Me oscillator were made
by using a battery-powered 49.5-Mc
loeal oscillator i battery power was
utilized to eliminate incidental-fm com
ponents of the ae power supply fl'e
quencies f!'Om the locnl oscillator, because
these \vere the primary fill components
of interest in the oscillator under
measurement. The results, ho\\'e\"er,
showed that, while 60- and 12Q-cycle
fm components of a normal level did
exist, even larger peak deviations at 25
and -is-cycle rates were also present.
These fm components were finaliy traced
to micl'Ophonics in the oscillator under
test. The sources of the vibrations were
a blo\yer-cooled oscilloscope and power
supply resting on the same bench as the
50-Me oscillator with fan speeds of 1500
ancl 2700 rpm respectively!

A measurement that demanded the
full utilization of the techniques and
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precautions previously discussed "-as the
determination of the I'm noise level of
the TYPE 1112-.'1. Standard Frequency
Multiplier." A block diagram of the
measuring setup is shown in Figure 10.
Inasmuch as the predominant I'm com
ponents were expeeted to be harmonics
of the power-line frequency, the multi
plier was powered by a variable fre
quency power supply set to approxi
mately 70 cycles, so as to permit
separation of the multiplier's fm noise
level from that of the rest of the system.
The low output level of the 9.99SS-1\1c
local os('illator necessitated the use of an
amplifier (TYPE 1206-.'1.) to drive the
frequency meter. A band-pass filter con
sisting of a 2-kc, Re, low-pass section
together with a I-kc, Re, high-pass
section attenuated extraneous signals
(60- and 70-cycle hum as well as high
frequency carrier noise) while passing
the 1.2-kc carrier and side bands. The
SOO-cycle and 500-cycle filters shown in
FigurelOprevent the45-volt, 1.2-kcpulses
from overloading the wave analyzer.

In the above setup, i.e., with a 10-Mc
carrier and a 1.2-kc beat, a 7-l1-v reading
on the wave analyzer corresponds to a
peak deviation of approximately one
part in 1010 The total noise level of
the TYPE 1112-.'1. Standard Frequency
Multiplier was found to be approxi
mately 5 parts in 1010.

\Vhile the previous examples have
~T.cwis, ")lew Stn.ndnrd-Frequcney :\lultipliers.
General Hadio Experimenter, 32,14. July, 1958.

heen primarily concerned ,,-ith small
peak deviations at low modulation rates,
there are occasions when the mcasure
ment of large frequency deviations or
high modulation frequencies is desired.
It is apparent that the largest peak de
viation measurable with the 'I'vPE 1142-A
Frcquency Meter and Discriminator is
equal to one-half of the range-switch set
ting in use, or ±750 kc on the 1.5-1\1c
range. For modulating frequencies above
10 kc, the output is deereased because of
the internal lO-ke filter. It is therefore
necessary to remove the 0.0033-Mf filter
capacitor if a higher roll-off frequency
is desired. Under this condition, the
output impedance is 5.1-kilohms. The
roll-off frequeney now depends upon the
capacitive load of the external voltmeter
or filter. It is not possible therefore to
state categorically the maximum de
tectable modulation frequency without
a knowledge of the characteristics of the
filter and voltmeter being used. However,
with a total shunt capacitance 100 I1-l1-f,

it is possible to maintain the response
within 1 db out to a 100-kc modulation
frequcncy.

Flutter and Wow Measurements

The measurement of flutter and wow
of tape recorders, both audio and data,
or of turntables, is possible with the
setup shown in Figure 1.1. The osci-Ilator
frequency is usuall,Y an industry stand
ard, e.g., 3 kc for audio recorders. The
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Figure 11. Equip
ment set-up for the
measurement of flut
ter and wow in
recording devices.
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high- and low-pass filters preceding the
T'YPE 1142-A Frequency l\1eter and Dis
criminator may 01' may not be necessary_
The function of the high-pass filter is
to attenuate the low-frequency hum
components from the recorder amplifiers
so that they will not generate any fm in
the frequency meter; the low-pass filter
is included to attenuate the bias signal
often present at the output terminals
of a three-head tape recorder when
recording and playback are occurring
simultaneously. The low-pass filter fol
lo\V-ing the frequency meter may not
be necessary when data recorders are
being tested, since the internal 10-kc
filter of the frequency meter is usually
adequate when a carrier of 50 kc or 100
kc is used.

\"hile a wide-band rms voltmeter with
the appropriate low-pass filter (300
cycles for audio recorders, 5 kc or 10
kc for data recorders) will give the total
flutter and wow level, a wave analyzer
indicates spccific frequency components
allowing one to pinpoint directly the
source of the major flutter components.
For example, Figurc 12 is an automatic
plot of flutter of an audio tape recorder
made with the use of the TYPE 1554-A
Sound and Vibration Analyzer (tunable
from 2.5 cycles to 25 kc) coupled to the
TyPe 1521-A Graphic Level Recorder.
Peak flutter components are produced
not only at power supply frequencies
but also at frequencies directly re
lated to motor speed, capstan speed,
idler speed, etc.

Automatic plots like that of Figure
12 can be made over a frequency range
of 20 cycles to 25 kc. The response of the
Graphic Level Recorder drops off below
20 cycles so that hand-plotting is neces
sary at lower frequencies.

Other Uses

Since the frequency meter generates
a standardized pulse for each input
cycle, it follows that it will measure the
average of a frequency that is changing
even if it is aperiodic or random. This
fact is made use of in production testing
of the TYPE 1300-A Beat-Frequency
Video Generator. To cal ibrate the
sweep-frequency circuits, the peak devi
ation with sine wave sweep is set to 1
Mc by measurement of the average out
put frequency. Since the average of a
sine wave is .636 of peak, the frequency
is adjusted for a frequency meter indica
tion of 636 ke.

lt is also apparent that signals to be
counted may be dcrived from simple
photoeell devices, tachometers, geiger
tubes, magnetic pickups, or any other
t,ransducers capable of supplying a 30
m v peak signal.

- COSTA G. CHITOURAS

Note

The development of the TYPE 1142-A
Frequency I\1eter and Discriminator
was carried out by Mr. Chitouras. R. ,,,.
Frank contributed to the early design
and the project was directed by M. C.
Holtje. - EDITOR
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Figure 12. Automatic
plot of f1uller in an
audio tope recorder,
mode with the
equipment shown in
Figure 11. A re
sponse of -60 db
corresponds to a fre
quency deviation of
0.1% of the test

frequency.

SPECIFICATIONS

Range; 3 cps to 1.5 :\lc in five deca.de range".
Full-seale values are 150 cps, 1.5 h, 15 ke,
150 h, and 1.5 .:\le. A ca.lihrated intcrpolu.tion
feature cfTcct.ivcly expands the meter scale by
a factor of 10 so that 1/10 of any of the above
ranges covers the full meter scale.
Accuracy:

Recorder Output Current: 0.05% of full scale
+.05% of reading, below J5 kc. 0.1% of full
seale +0. I % of reading, above 15 ke.

l\'feter Error:
Dircet l1eading': 1% of I'cI1ding above 10%

of full seale (0.1 % of full scale below .10% of
full scale).

Tnterpolal.ing: 0.1 % of full scale (range
switch setLing).

LillO Voltage: Variations of ±IO% produce
approximately a ±0.15% change in reading
below 150 kc and ±1 % above 150 h.

Temperature: Drift after a few minutes is
less than 0.2% of reading, substantially
complete wi-thin 30 minutes.

Over-all aecumcv is the sum of the recorder
output current error and any of the above
applicable el'l'Ol·s.
Colibrolion: Internal ealibrn.tion at twiee line
frequency to standardize output ClllTent.
Sensi'ivity: 20 my, rms, for frequencies hetween
20 cps and ISO h, rising to 200 m\' at 3 cps and
1.5 :\[c. Peak-to-pell.k volt.a~e requirements for
pulse and sine wave input.s are approximately
equal, except for extremely short pubes. Input
pulse width.c: of the order of a nanosccond may
require as much as 5 volt.c:.
Moximum Input Voltoge: 400-v peak.

Input Impedonce: 100,000 ohms dropping to t\

minimum of 10,000 ohms above 150 kc.

Oiscriminotor Characteristics:

Output Voltage: 15 v de full scale (1.5),
all ranges.

Hesidual fm :'\oise: :\101'0 than 100 db belo\\'
full output (primarily 60 and 120 eps). :\leas
ured with i\- nanow-bancl WiLve analyzer, such
as the TYPI~ 736-1\, residual noise at othcr
frcqucncies is more than 120 db down from
full ouLput.

Linearity: 0.05% of full scale (15 v) +0.05%
of output voltage, below 15 ke. 0.1 % of full
scale (15 v) +0.1. % of output voltage, above
15 kc.

Recorder Output:

Direct: Output current adjustable to drive
rccorders from I-ma (3000 ohms, max) to 5-ma
(200 ohms, max).

Interpolate: Full-scale voltage .64 v behind
4800 ohms.

Tubes: One 6AW8, one 5687, one 6A:\5, thrce
5965, one 6AV5CA, one 5651.

Accessories Supplied: TYPE CAP-22 Power
Cord, sp:\-ro fuses.
Power Supply: 105-125 (or 210-250) volts, 50 to
60 epi'. This inl':trument will also operate at line
frequencies up to 400 cps.

Dimensions: Panel, 12 x 57.( inches (305 x
135 mm); depth behind panel, 107.( inches
(265 mm).
Net Weight: 16 pounds (7.3 kg).

Type Gode WQrn Price

1142_A
480·P-312 IFrequency Meter and Discriminator.....

Ponel Extensions for Reloy Rock (pair).
MAGIC
?n:RIT

$495.00
6.50

U.S. Patent Nos. 2.362.503 and DI87.740.




